
Rojeco Smart Laser Cat Toy Ref: 6975116292622
Rojeco Smart Laser Cat Toy

Rojeco RWJ-05 intelligent laser play toy for dog/cat.
The Rojeco RWJ-05 interactive toy is an advanced laser play companion for your pet, designed to combat boredom, loneliness and the
risk  of  obesity.  With  smart  technology  and  low  power  consumption,  this  little  devil  of  an  automatic  LED  laser  will  become  your  pet's
indispensable friend, keeping him entertained and active all day long.
 
Stimulate your pet's interest
Rojeco  RWJ-05 uses  an  intelligent  control  system in  the  form of  a  built-in  chip  that  allows the  laser  to  rotate  irregularly  at  360°.  This
unpredictability of light movements effectively attracts the attention and interest of your pet, keeping him entertained even when the
owner is away. 
 
Flexibility to customize play
The Rojeco RWJ-05 toy stands out  for  its  flexibility  in  adjusting the intensity  of  play thanks to  three intelligent  modes.  The first  offers
dynamic play with automatic shut-off after 10 minutes, which is ideal for quickly stimulating your pet's senses and fitness. The second
mode is designed for long-lasting entertainment; the device activates for 12 hours, regularly engaging your pet in play every two hours,
providing continuous activity and entertainment while you're away. The manual mode, on the other hand, allows you to interact directly
with the toy, offering shared play for up to 20 minutes before automatically shutting off.
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Convenient and safe use
The toy is extremely easy to use. A single switch allows you to intuitively switch between operating modes. In addition, thanks to its dual
power system - DC and batteries (not included) - Rojeco RWJ-05 is ready for use in any conditions. The materials used in the production,
such as environmentally friendly ABS and silicone, guarantee safety for your pet, and the non-slip pads at the bottom ensure the toy's
stability. The quiet operation of the device is an additional advantage, which makes playtime enjoyable not only for the pet, but also for
its owner.
 
Included
Smart laser
Charging cable
	Manufacturer
	Rojeco
	Model
	RWJ-05
	Material
	ABS, Silicone
	Color
	White
	Designed for
	Cats/dogs
	Power supply
	DC or batteries (not included)
	Dimensions
	175 x 65 mm

Preço:

€ 23.51

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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